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1 Introduction and Objectives

Industrial robots can often operate and produce wealth relying on only 6 sensors of joint

displacements. These machines can solve only repetitive problems which are exactly and

numerically defined in time and space. Some kind of ’intelligence’ must be added to these

machines if they should be able to collect the missing information in the case of partial

specifications of the environment and the task to be completed. Therefore, some kind of

sensors have to be used by these robots.

Visual sensing can be used for these purposes, since:

• It performs remote sensing, the environment is not modified by the measurements.

• Individual sensor elements are inexpensive, since one imaging device contains millions

of them.

• Imaging of spatial features can be described by exact geometric relations, which is a

prerequisite for the construction of a geometrically correct model of the environment.

Vision is the most important sense of humans, especially during task like labor or movement

[2].

The development of Image Processing and Computer Vision is strongly connected to the

development of computers. As the computational capacity and storage of computers grow,

more and more complex methods (even those proposed several years ago) can be validated,

adjusted or modified based on experiments. Therefore, theoretical results in computer vision

have to wait for several years to be applied in the practice. These methods can be used in

robotics when their reliable operation was tried and proven. This field is referred to as

’Robot Vision’. Results of this field are published in conferences and journals related to

robotics. The relation between Computer Vision and Robot Vision is not uni-directional.

If an image processing method can be applied in real-life robotics, it shows the possibilities

and power of the given method. Success in such applications can determine how frequently

the concurrent methods of computer vision will be applied in the future.

As robots operate and move in 3D (in the 3-dimensional space), and image sensors often

capture 2D projections of the environment, the solution of the 2D → 3D reconstruction

problem becomes a focal issue. Determining the geometric relation between two images of

the same scene is an important subtask of the reconstruction. If no preliminary information

is available, this subtask (image registration) consists in the following steps:

• Localizing characteristic image regions (keyframe localization).

• Compressing visual information of keyframes into descriptor vectors (descriptor ex-

traction).
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• Matching keyframes based on the distance of descriptor vectors and the geometric

arrangement. Validated matches have to correspond to a certain geometric transfor-

mation. Therefore, the transformation model is obtained in this step.

The transformation models resulting from the currently and previously registered image

pairs represent spatial information. A further subtasks of the reconstruction combine them

to achieve a model of the given scene as accurate as possible. The accurate solution of this

subtask is complex, the thesis does not focus on it.

Before the millennium, image registration was solved based on geometric image features.

The practical method of David Lowe (SIFT, Scale Invariant Feature Transform [8]) showed

the advantages of gradient range- and domain-histogram based descriptors. The two main

subtasks of the method are the stable localization of keyframes by the DoGSS (Difference of

Gaussian Scale Space) method and the extraction of descriptor vectors.

Despite the DoGSS method was introduced in the 90’s [6, 7], the SIFT method extended

it to enable its practical application. The method induced several descendants, such as PCA-

SIFT [5] , GLOH [12], SURF [1], Harris-Affine [11], and methods based on other backgrounds

like MSER [10].

The geometric relations and methods of 3D reconstruction were elaborated in the 80’s

and the 90’s. These are explained clearly in the now classic book of Hartley and Zisserman

[4].

1.1 Research Goals

The research work described in the thesis gives novel solutions to certain subtasks of the

above described problems. The presented methods belong to two groups. Results descending

from the investigation of the singular input cases of the affine Lucas-Kanade (LK) detector [9]

can be used to solve general image processing problems. Elaborated results make connection

between (the often separately discussed) methods of geometric image features and descriptor-

vectors. Results connected to the visual navigation of the indoor robot-helicopter developed

by the research group of Control Theory and Robotics (of the Department of Control En-

gineering and Information Technology of Budapest University of Technology, BME-IIT) are

related to other aspects of real-time computer vision solutions.

During the beginning of my Ph.D. studies I realized that the singular input cases of the

standard LK detector are characterized by the Harris corner detector [3], but the singularities

of the affine extension are not discussed in the literature. This led me to the introduction

of the Self Affine Feature Transform (SAFT). The main research task related to this idea

was to elaborate all exploited algebraic and geometric relations, and develop their practical

application. Yet in the beginning, discovered relations showed that the method is excellent

in extracting geometric properties of examined image details. The complex nature of the
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information enclosed to the utilized 18 DoF (degrees of freedom) matrix promised that the

method might be used for descriptor-vector based matching. I found a parameter set of the

method capable of matching performance levels, which showed that further investigations in

this direction are reasonable. The determination of optimal parameter sets was performed

using exhaustive search. An unexpected result of the research highlighted the applicability

of my method during keyframe localization, but this direction is not elaborated in further

detail.

Figure 1: Prototype of the developed quadrotor helicopter.

The research group of Control Theory and Robotics (of the Department of Control En-

gineering and Information Technology of Budapest University of Technology, BME-IIT), to

which I was involved, is developing an autonomous indoor quadrotor helicopter. The project

was initiated as a cooperation between BME-IIT and SZTAKI Research Institute of the

Hungarian Academy of Sciences. To perform research on robot helicopters, a reliable and

fast solution is required which determines the pose of the vehicle. An image processing-based

solution was selected, since it appeared the most reasonable compared to other solutions.

Two different arrangements were proposed:

• The first solution uses on-board markers, ceiling mounted cameras and ground based

image processing HW. Calculated pose is sent to the 6-DoF (degrees of freedom) mobile

robot via radio link. Therefore, this solution is restricted within the laboratory (which

is not a problem for indoor operation), but can be realized easier.

• The second arrangement will have both cameras and vision system mounted on the

vehicle. For indoor operation, OpenGL ES 2.0 compatible image processing computers

are considered. In this case, computational demands can be lowered by markers in-

stalled in the environment. Out-door sized quadrotors (which are stronger also) require
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to utilize the computational power of OpenCL 1.1 compatible HW, as no preliminary

assumption about the environment should be made.

The first version was needed to be completed soon to let the project keep pace. The second

version targets future appliciations.

Both of the two main research directions (related to the SAFT method and to the quadro-

tor project) are applicable and necessary to the realization of on-board visual navigation of

out-door robot helicopters.

1.2 Research Methodology

I performed theoretical research using deductions made by hand. As some hidden errors

remained undiscovered for a long time, I tried the possibilities of computer aided deductions.

The Symbolic Toolbox of MATLAB (which uses the services of Maple) was available to

me. My experience about the abilities of the toolbox is mixed: it can simplify many scalar

expressions efficiently using a multitude of scalar identities, but it is often unable to show that

the difference of high complexity complex scalar expressions is zero. I realized early in the

beginning that it can be used rather to verify deductions than to perform them automatically.

Unfortunately it does not know (or does not apply) relations regarding matrices. The toolbox

performed excellently during problems regarding (even multi-variable) calculus.

Methods elaborated on the basis of the deductions mainly contained expressions using

matrices. They are recommended to be tested using MATLAB since, in step-by-step execu-

tion mode, it can display the results of algebraic expressions and decomposition of the matrix

variables used. Other systems enable the listing of matrix elements only, which is far less

informative from engineering point of view than the eigen- or singular-value decomposition.

The above detailed features are due to the interpreter nature of MATLAB, however it

is a serious drawback regarding run times. Within MATLAB, two possibilities can be used

for acceleration of algorithms: Implemented cycles can be converted to operations on large

matrices and tensors, or external C-functions can be compiled to .mex files and called by

slower MATLAB functions. The readability and clarity of the program code is sacrificed

during the first technique, while the second one has to miss both matrix operations and

debug features.

I used MS Visual Studio to implement and test algorithms in C++. I tested the limits of

using template-s in this environment. Evaluation of different techniques of operator over-

loading was performed by comparing the compiled and optimized machine code (using the

’show disassembly’ option). Examination of the possibilities of GPU (Graphical Processing

Unit) based image processing and the implementation of both the related SW library and the

visual navigation of the quadrotor were also performed using this development tool. C++

algorithms intensively using matrix expressions were tested by parallel debugging. The C++
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and the slower MATLAB implementation were executed step-by-step simultaneously. Since

the results of some numeric functions are not uniquely determined (SVD, roots),the two ver-

sions could obtain different partial results even if both are operating correctly. This problem

was solved by using functions developed for verifying and synchronizing such results.
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2 Summary of the New Scientific Results

2.1 Geometric capabilities of the Self Affine Feature Transform

The affine extension of the LK (Lucas-Kanade) detector can lead to inverting a singular

matrix. Eigenvector(s) corresponding to the zero eigenvalue(s) of this matrix represent(s)

important geometric properties of the given image detail. The Self Affine Feature Transform

(SAFT) introduced feeds the same image to each of the two input ports of the affine LK

detector, and the internally evaluated 6×6 matrix is connected to the output. The resulting

SAFT matrix M can be calculated by the following expression:

M =
∫

(pH ⊗ g)(pH ⊗ g)TwdA, (1)

where g is the local image gradient, pH is the homogeneous position and w is the windowing

function. M has 18 independent elements, while it represents a 2 · 2 × 3 · 3 sized hyper-

symmetric tensor. This is reflected by the coordinate-transformation rules of M. The

following tasks can be solved by the SAFT method:

• Determination of various geometric quantities (by using closed-form expressions):

– Center and radius of a circle or arc.

– Parameters of conic sections.

– Vanishing point of converging lines, even outside the examination area.

– Expansion ratio and other parameters of elliptic spirals.

• Classification of shapes based on the information contained in the descriptor.

• Affine normalization of shapes.

Figure 2: SAFT is suitable for analysis of images of the above types.
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Homogeneous, projective and 3-dimensional extensions of SAFT were elaborated. The

3D extension can be combined with any of the two others. The homogeneous extension is

useful during descriptor-based matching, while special cases of the 3D extension are known

and used during reverse engineering.

Thesis Group 1 Based on investigations regarding the singular input situations of the

Affine Lucas-Kanade detector, I developed the Self-Affine Feature Transform, which is able

to extract several kinds of geometric information from analyzed image details in a robust

way.

Related publications: [S7, S11, S5]

Thesis 1.1 I developed the formalism and the coordinate transformation rules for the Self

Affine Feature Transform. The descriptor matrix obtained by this method describes the sen-

sitivity of the image content to affine transformations in compact form. I gave a rule for

choosing the optimal coordinate frame of calculations as a function of the investigation win-

dow’s shape. I developed 3-dimensional and projective extensions of the method and showed

their applicability.

Thesis 1.2 I developed flow and shape classification methods which are based on the investi-

gation of the 6× 6 SAFT matrix. I applied constrained diagonalization to avoid numerically

sensitive cases of algebraic diagonalization.

Thesis 1.3 I developed methods which are able to extract several kinds of geometric infor-

mation from the SAFT descriptor matrix. Both class specific and general, robust methods

were presented. Most class specific methods operate smoothly for inputs outside of the given

class and are able to give a continuous measure of how the hypothesis of belonging to the

given class is satisfied.
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(a)

(b) (c)

(d)

Figure 3: Detected geometric quantities superimposed on input images show well the abilities

of the SAFT detector. (a): Equation of conic sections yielding two invariant flows can be

obtained by closed formulation. (b): Center of rotation (or scaling) can be determined even

for images far from being ideal. (c): The minimum of accumulated velocities of flows yielding

unit SSD errors is the most characteristic point of the image. (d): The accumulated velocity

distribution can be applied for image-content-independent normalization.
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2.2 Using the Self Affine Feature Transform to match similar im-

age details

SAFT is able to represent similarity of image details, if several image frequencies are utilized.

3 bands are enough for practical usage, which results in 54-dimensional descriptor vectors.

The evaluation of one 18D band has 5 parameters, I investigated the effect of the most

important three parameters. 36 possible post-processing settings were examined.

The evaluation of SAFT-54 needs a keyframe-localization algorithm. I used the related

parts of the SIFT descriptor of D. Lowe for this purpose. Matching abilities of the SIFT

method were used as a reference to measure the performance of my method and determine

optimal parameter-sets.

Results presented in the first thesis group can be utilized during other subtasks of the

image registration process. As these capabilities were predicted earlier, they served as ad-

ditional motivations during the elaboration of the SAFT-based matching of details. The

most important of these abilities of SAFT is that it can express how parameters of spa-

tial transformations are constrained in different directions by individual matching keyframe

pairs.

If the SAFT descriptor is evaluated using a Gaussian window of infinite (> 2.5σ) span,

then the enclosed information describes the linearized dependence of the Harris matrix with

respect to the integration window used. This result connects SAFT to adaptive keyframe

localization methods.

Thesis Group 2 I showed that the Self Affine Feature Transform can be extended to be

used for matching similar image details by using multiple frequency bands. A detailed search

for optimal parameters of descriptor extraction and post-process options was performed. I

showed several capabilities of SAFT resulting from its analytic nature, which can be used

in solving diverse sub-tasks of image registration. The dependence of the extracted SAFT

descriptor on transformations of both the coordinate frame and the integration kernel have

been described. Linearizing of these dependences resulted in the description of how the SAFT

descriptor and the Harris detector based Affine Shape Adaptation correlate.

Related publications: [S8, S9, S4]

Thesis 2.1 I showed that the developed Self Affine Feature Transform can be used to match

similar details of images by using multiple frequency bands. Detailed analysis was given

regarding how the parameters of descriptor extraction have to be adjusted. It was proven that

the matching performance of the 3-band, 54-dimensional SAFT-54 descriptor can exceed the

performance of the 128-dimensional SIFT method.

Thesis 2.2 I showed that the analytic nature of the SAFT descriptor can well be used during

sub-tasks of complex image registration problems:
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(a)

(b)

Figure 4: Examples of image sequences used to test matching abilities of SAFT.

• The descriptor can be calculated by convolution utilizing its pure integrative nature,

which is advantageous for anisotropic shape adaptation.

• Finding optimal rotation between two keyframes resulting minimal quadratic pixel dif-

ferences (SSD).

• Representing and comparing keyframes whose content is invariant to transformations

(typically edges, curves). Several of the most widely used methods are unable to utilize

this kind of details.

• The SAFT method is able to approximate the quadratic pixel error (SSD) of the re-

sulting transformation model. According to the contents of matched details, it gives a

closed expression for the second order dependence of the the error of individual matches

on the transformation parameters.
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Thesis 2.3 I showed the equivalence of the formulation of the SAFT descriptor and the

linearized Harris-detector-based Affine Shape Adaptation by using the properties of Gaussian

integration kernels and the post-extraction coordinate transformation abilities of SAFT. The

presented new approximation methods enable the usage of novel algorithms for the evaluation

of both methods.

Thesis 2.4 I elaborated a method which is able to give the optimal linear weighting matrix

of descriptor vectors with respect to SSD pixel error. By applying this method to the SAFT

descriptor I gave analytical expression which gives the value of the optimal weighting matrix

as a function of the extent of the used FIR (finite impulse response) Gaussian Window.

(a) (b)

(c) (d)

Figure 5: Similar details obtained by the SAFT-54 descriptor. Arrows showing projective

depth, i.e. disparity with respect to the mean homography.
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2.3 Visual navigation of autonomous indoor quadrotor helicopters

The research of indoor autonomous unmanned helicopters running in the laboratory I am

involved required to develop a visual navigation system capable of absolute measurements

(position and orientation). Several problems emerged during the realization. Without the

solution of these scientific problems, related research could not be performed due to the

existing real-time restrictions and indoor circumstances. The third thesis group presents

these results.

The description of spatial situations includes the handling of spatial orientations. Related

applications in Robotics, Computer Graphics ans Computer Vision need to incorporate a

solution to the inverse Rodrigues problem. I gave a new solution using a geometric approach,

which is safer and more accurate than wide-spread algebraic solutions.

In the case of most image registration tasks (e.g. motion-stereo problems), the trans-

formation between the two investigated images satisfies epipolar relations. Geometric ar-

rangement of matches yield the essential matrix, which has to be decomposed in order to

calculate the spatial arrangement of the imaging process. This decomposition was improved

by minimizing the geometric rather than the algebraic error. The developed solution yields

more accurate results than existing ones, since it relies on available information which is not

utilized by the classic approach.

The last thesis group describes results required for the real-time operation of the real-

ized visual navigation application. The image processing library developed realizes design

elements which improve the quality of resulting applications and decreases run-times. De-

creased run-times can be exploited to increase the robust behavior of the model fitting

methods used. The library developed consists of the GPU accelerated image processing and

the matrix manipulation modules.

Figure 6: The quadrotor with markers switched on. (To avoid saturation of colors, exposure time

has to be decreased, which causes noise)
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Thesis Group 3 I developed new algorithms and real-time methods for the realization of

the visual navigation of indoor autonomous quadrotor helicopters.Widely used solutions were

corrected to avoid improper operation and enhance safety and precision. Some methods

developed were distributed to GPUs and allow real-time position and orientation computation

for indoor helicopters with 100 fps (frames per second).

Related publications: [S6, S2, S3, S10, S1]

Thesis 3.1 I gave a geometric solution to the inverse Rodrigues problem eliminating critical

singularities in real applications. The resulting algorithm is simpler than other methods. I

gave a proof that this method returns the correct result for any proper input orientation.

Thesis 3.2 I elaborated a new method to enhance the precision of the decomposition of

the essential matrix used in stereo image processing problems. The method relies both on

the information enclosed in the essential matrix and also on point-correspondences, while

existing standard solutions do not use the latter. An exact and a linearized solution were

elaborated.

Thesis 3.3 By analyzing scientific requirements, I developed novel real-time solutions suit-

able for the research of the control and navigation of indoor quadrotor helicopters. These

solutions enable performing flight experiments which were not possible earlier because of the

real-time limitations and indoor circumstances. Some of the methods developed were dis-

tributed to GPUs and allow position and orientation computation for indoor helicopters at

a rate sufficient for processing four cameras simultaneously. The achieved speed relates well

to the measuring frequency of inertial measurement units (IMUs) and the sampling time of

the control system.

(a) (b)

Figure 7: Images obtained during preprocessing operations.
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3 Applications

Results presented in the first thesis group have been utilized in applications able to perform

elaborated methods and draw geometric representations of the results onto investigated

images. This application allows the analysis of the robustness of elaborated algorithms.

Results of the second thesis group (matching of similar details) are of partly theoretical

and of partly practical importance. This type of algorithms can be validated only through

their practical performance. Therefore, I modified an elaborated image-registration applica-

tion to utilize the SAFT-54 method. Several parts of the SW were modified in order to allow

automatic evaluation of different parameter-sets. The emerging system can reconstruct 3D

scenes from its images without human interaction. Only the radial distortion correction is

not automated, calibration data need to be specified manually.

Presented results were developed and applied in the research project No. OTKA K71762

(2008-2012) running at the Department of Control Engineering and Information Technology,

Budapest University of Technology and Economics.Hereby I would like to express my thanks

for the support of my research by OTKA K71762.

The research and development of the control of the constructed prototype helicopter is

performed by using the visual navigation system presented here. The system is capable of

determining the position and orientation of the helicopter at an accuracy of a few millimeters

and at a rate of 100 updates/seconds. Nine markers are mounted on the vehicle, the system

produces accurate results even if any one of them is not visible. The system is working

reliably for several hours of operation, errors of the visual subsystem were observed only

if too many markers are occluded. Currently the system uses one camera image and some

additional calibration images taken prior to take-off.

The navigation system will be used in the near future to track vehicles in formation flight.

This requirement was incorporated in the system during the realization.

This work is connected to the scientific program of the ” Development of quality-oriented

and harmonized R+D+I strategy and functional model at BME” project. This project is

supported by grant No. ÚMFT TÁMOP-4.2.1/B-09/1/KMR-2010-0002. The presented

results have been published in national and international journals and in conference pro-

ceedings.
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